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Figure 2. Students viewing solar flares.

Figure 3. Students examining the 24” telescope.

Figure 1. The UCI Observatory.

Figure 4. Students at an intermediate school.

Abstract

Overview
• The program has existed for three years and is funded for one
additional year.
• The program is led by a graduate student, Carol Thornton, who is
employed full time for six months on this project and supervised by
a faculty member, Tammy Smecker-Hane.
• The program is has trained approximately 15 astro-physics
graduate & undergraduate students in outreach.
• The goal of our program is to connect students with astronomy
content via interactive Powerpoint shows and demonstrations that
include telescopes.
• Approximately 2,500 K-12 students per year participate in our
program.
• We focus on under-performing schools in Southern California,
whose students come predominately from minority populations and/
or low socio-economic backgrounds.
• We have more requests from teachers than we have time to fill
and we could extend the program to a full academic year.

We discuss our efforts to bring astronomy to local schools
through a Faculty-Led Outreach program entitled Outreach in
Astronomy & Astrophysics with the UCI Observatory funded
by an NSF FOCUS grant to the University of California, Irvine.
We focus on K-12 students and teachers in the Compton,
Newport/Mesa and Santa Ana Unified School Districts. Here we
discuss the daytime and nighttime tours of the UCI Observatory
and visits in which we bring telescopes to students’ classrooms.
In addition, we give interactive lectures and demonstrations that
involve the students. We get them excited about science and
career possibilities. We report on teacher evaluations of the
program and their suggestions for future improvements.

• We often are asked to deal with large groups of students. In
order to give them the best experience possible, we
• Split them into smaller groups to do different activities and
then rotate them until every group has done each activity.
• Often visit with the same school/grade multiple times in
order to see all of the students.
• To compliment each teacher’s curriculum, we concentrate on
specific topics relevant to each grade:
• Elementary - Planets, including scale size and distance
modeling activities involving students.
• Middle - Planets, Stellar Phases, & Galaxies, including a
modified scale distance activity using speeds and travel time
to different astronomical objects.
• High - Stellar Phases, Galaxies, & Cosmology, including
spectroscopy, Doppler shift, redshift and expansion of the
Universe activities.

To gauge our effectiveness, we sent a questionnaire to 72 teachers
who toured with us in the last 2 years. Our response rate was 47%.
For each statement shown below, teachers chose the most
appropriate of these responses:
1 = Strongly Agree
3 = Neutral
2 = Somewhat Agree

4 = Somewhat Disagree
5 = Strongly Disagree

1. The visit was geared at a level to which my
students could understand.

Tours & School Visits

Event Content

Teachers’ Evaluations & Comments

Classes can participate two different ways, either through visiting
the UCI Observatory (see Figures 1-3) or we bring our program to
their individual schools (see Figure 4).
• Observatory Tours
• A much better location for viewing dimmer and more nebulous
objects, while providing an important introduction to their local
state university.
• Utilizes our computer-controlled 24 inch telescope, in addition
to 8-12 inch portable GPS telescopes.
• Problematic due to cost and availability of transportation.
• School Visits
• Transport 2-3 portable telescopes to the site.
• Unfortunately, the light pollution near the schools and much of
the Southern California area makes viewing anything but the
brightest planets and stars virtually impossible during the
evening.
These events can occur during the day and/or evening with varied
content:
• Daytime Events - We bring two portable telescopes to each visit
equipped with Hα and solar filters to view the sunspots and solar
flares.
• Evening Visits - Students and their families use our telescopes to
see the Moon, planets, and other astronomical objects. We also
give them night sky maps and teach them how to find and identify
astronomical objects.

Avg. Median
1.7
1.0

2. The visit kept my students engaged.

1.7

1.0

3. The visit was informative.

1.8

1.0

4. The visit was useful.

1.7

1.0

5. I felt that my students had learned something
after the visit was over.

1.7

1.0

6. I would schedule another visit in the future.

1.6

1.0

7. My students benefited from the hands-on
learning experience.

1.8

1.0

8. I have sufficient resources outside of the program 2.6
to effectively teach astronomy in the classroom.

3.0

9. I would recommend these visits to other
teachers.

1.0

1.7

The most common comment was a request for more pre/post-visit
information and more hands-on activities to help students grasp and
reinforce the concepts. Our visits stimulate discussions in the
classroom about astronomy, which enhances a unit in astronomy
within the schools’ curricula. In an effort to increase teachers’
knowledge of astronomy and give them many examples of handson activities they can use on their own (see statement 8), we hold a
two-day long Teachers’ Workshop in Astronomy each summer.
For more information: see us on the web at http://
www.physics.uci.edu/%7Eobservat/tour_program.html
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